lectures
fmx - stuttgart, germany
may 2017, speaker - ‘punching through’ - part of the ‘artists liberated’ series
media production show
june 2016, one to one panel ‘VR in the real world’
fmx - stuttgart, germany
april 2016, speaker - ‘oh fuck... I’m ironman!’ / panelist - ‘directing for vr’ & ‘vr and ar Studio Production’
animex - teesside, uk
february 2016, speaker - ‘sick vr’ - workshop - ‘photoreal by teatime’
ibiza music video festival - playa den bossa, ibiza
september 2013 - vfx panel
volda animation festival - volda, norway
september 2012 - ‘from freebies to louis vuitton’ - talk
teesside university, uk
november 2011 - ‘assets for students’ - workshop
animex - teesside, uk
february 2009 - ‘tips for students’ - workshop and talk
autodesk 3dec, london, uk
december 2008 - 20 minute ‘tips for students’
sand animation days, cardiff, uk
november 2008, speaker with matt estela - workshop and talk
fmx-08, stuttgart, germany
may 2008, speaker with matt estela - workshop and talk
tate modern, london, uk
may 2008 - one day workshop open to public
sand animation days, cardiff, wales november 2007 - workshop and talk
view conference, turin, italy november 2007 - talk
mundos digitales, a coruna, spain july 2007 - talk
fmx-07, stuttgart, germany may 2007 - talk
n vidia - india masterclass tour (mumbai, delhi, bangalore, chennai)
november 2006, 3 hour presentation ‘to levi’s and back’
siggraph - alias masterclasses, los angeles, usa
august 2005, speaker with alex parkinson - ‘bridging the gap between techies and creatives’
animex - teesside, uk
feb 2005, speaker - ‘creative challenges in vfx commercials’
imagina, monte carlo, monaco
feb 2004, speaker - ‘creative challenges in vfx commercials’
edit ves, frankfurt, germany
sept 2003, panelist ‘high end vfx for high class commercials’
mundos digitales, a caruna, spain
july 2003, speaker - ‘an in depth look at johnnie walker - fish’
the production show 2003, london
may 2003, speaker - vfx and 3d masterclass
fmx-03, stuttgart, germany
may 2003, speaker - ‘walking with bondbabes’
c.d.i.s. vancouver, canada
february 2003, guest alumni lecturer ‘life since cdis’
cartoombria, perugia, italy
december 2002, speaker - ‘walking with bondbabes’
national film and television school, beaconsfield, uk
october 2002, guest lecturer
fmx-02, stuttgart, germany
may 2002, speaker - ‘levis unthreaded’
animation generation, kingston university
april 2002, speaker - ‘levis unthreaded’
e.magicians, valenciennes
november 2001, panel - ‘vfx for film and t.v.’
3d festival, copenhagen, denmark
october 2001, speaker - ‘8 weeks’
fmx-01, stuttgart, germany
june 2001, speaker - ‘8 weeks’
animex 2000, teesside, uk
november 2000, speaker - ‘8 weeks’

